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There is more than a slight malaise in the air these days about French food and cooking. While the rest of the
world delights in the intricacies of molecular gastronomy and even Britain is revelling in a culinary
renaissance, in France the years of worship at the temple of the great god Michelin seem to have blinded
them to change and evolution. Why is this? What is it about the French that causes them to be so blinkered
about their food?

Plats du Jour is an attempt to answer that question, as William Black explores the highways and byways of
French cooking. Taking as his starting point the great tradition of French food, William tackles years of
received wisdom and parochial food snobbery head on, though with his mind (and his mouth) firmly open...
He eats tête de veau and fried cow's udder with his French wife's family near Orléans. He samples the
dubious (and illegal) delights of ortolan in the south west and has the most painfully disappointing
gastronomic experience of his life. He combs the beaches of Brittany for seafood and is chased away from a
festival by an enraged Basque villager. His dedication to the culinary cause knows few bounds.

Plats du Jour is a book which the French aren't going to like very much. That said, it's a highly entertaining
and irreverent look at the world's greatest culinary tradition which will be required reading for anyone with
an interest in food and cooking...
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From reader reviews:

Lynda Wright:

Book is actually written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can realize everything you want by a
reserve. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important thing to bring us around the
world. Alongside that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A publication Plats du Jour will make
you to always be smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about everything. But some
of you think which open or reading the book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they could
be thought like that? Have you looking for best book or suitable book with you?

Rafael Rainey:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information today can get by anyone with everywhere.
The information can be a know-how or any news even a concern. What people must be consider while those
information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now's taking seriously which one is
acceptable to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable resource then you
obtain it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will not
happen inside you if you take Plats du Jour as your daily resource information.

Ilene Bixler:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the spare time or they will get lots
of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely
indeed. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity are there when
the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the actual book you have read is Plats
du Jour.

Frankie Lampkins:

In this era which is the greater man or who has ability to do something more are more treasured than other.
Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you must do is just spending your
time little but quite enough to get a look at some books. Among the books in the top collection in your
reading list is usually Plats du Jour. This book that is certainly qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you
closer in getting precious person. By looking way up and review this e-book you can get many advantages.
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